
 
 
 
 

Disneyland & Los Angeles 
 
 
Day One 
Arrive at Los Angeles airport and board your private coach for transfer to Anaheim. Once you have checked-in at your hotel, families 
will have the rest of the day free to explore the parks, or browse the shops in downtown Disney, or maybe just relax by the pool. 
 
Day Two 
Disney Imagination Campus: Performing Arts Workshop Dance Disney - During this workshop, professionals from Disney Live 
Entertainment will teach choreography and staging techniques from one of the many shows performed at Disney Parks across the 
world. Through this process participants will learn choreography, as well as the performance elements that elevate their movement 
to a uniquely Disney level of storytelling. There will also be an invaluable opportunity to talk with industry veterans about the 
audition process, get career advice, and more. 
 
Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament – The group will enjoy an exciting, family-friendly experience inspired by an 11th century 
feast and tournament. Guests are served a four-course banquet as they cheer for one of six knights competing in the joust and other 
tests of skill.  
 
Day Three 
Guided City Tour of Los Angeles - You will visit Hollywood Boulevard, the Sunset Strip, Beverly Center, downtown Los Angeles, 

Rodeo Drive, Farmers Market, the Grove, and others. 
 
Private Master Class at Los Angeles Studio - A 90-minute class customized to your needs and 
preferences. The instructor will structure the class according to your specifications. Private classes 
are a more intimate environment where your students will receive personalized attention and are 
ideal for groups with a mix of levels and ages. There is no age limit for private classes making this 
a wonderful opportunity for your younger students. 
 

 
Day Four 
Disneyland Resort Performance - Step into the spotlight as your group takes center 
stage to dazzle an international audience of Disney theme park Guests for a once-in-a-
lifetime performance. 
Participants in this amazing experience will learn what it means to be a professional 
performer both on and off the stage. On stage, they'll experience the excitement and 
magic of being a Disney performer. Off stage, they'll discover the professionalism, 
excellence and energy that goes into putting on a Disney theme parks show. 

• Performers are treated as honorary Disney Cast Members for the day 

• Your ensemble's performance is supported by a professional crew of Disney 
technicians and a dedicated coordinator 

• Your performers are featured on some of the very same stages where world-class Disney entertainers perform 
 

Day Five 
Check out of the hotel, sit back, and relax for your private coach transfer to Los Angeles airport for your flight home. 


